with the various covering pairs, with integer coefficients. We define the sum and product of two chains the boundary of a chain and the locus of a chain in the manner described in a recent paper by the author.' The only difference is that the locus of a chain is now an element of the lattice L*. There are two main types of chains: (a) chains with arbitrary loci, (b) chains such that their loci are identified with elements of L. Chains of type (a) correspond to the closed chains in the paper referred to in the footnote, chains of type (b) to the bicompact chains. However, the present theory is much more general than the old since it does not presuppose the idea of bicompactness.
with the various covering pairs, with integer coefficients. We define the sum and product of two chains the boundary of a chain and the locus of a chain in the manner described in a recent paper by the author.' The only difference is that the locus of a chain is now an element of the lattice L*. There are two main types of chains: (a) chains with arbitrary loci, (b) chains such that their loci are identified with elements of L. Chains of type (a) correspond to the closed chains in the paper referred to in the footnote, chains of type (b) to the bicompact chains. However, the present theory is much more general than the old since it does not presuppose the idea of bicompactness.
In a recent note to these PROCEEDINGS, the author gave a generalization of the notion of a topological space in which a distinction was made between the closed and the closed, bounded sets of a space.2 The elements of L* play the r6le of the closed sets, the elements of L of the closed, bounded sets.
The terminology used in the papers referred to in the two footnotes was not always happily chosen and will ultimately be revised. In particular, there is, of course, no connection whatever between a bounded chain (i.e., a chain with a chain boundary different from zero) and a chain having as locus a bounded set.
{"A Theory of Connectivity in Terms of Gratings," Ann. Math., 39, 883-912 (1938 (1) where K is the curvature and p = y', and where A, B, C, E are given by 
Since (5) is an identity in p, we thus obtain the four conditions Ox(OxOy + 4px,) = 0, 2cx/k + qSy&xjty--
OY(OxOY + #AfY) = 0. We find that the only functions q and 4, which satisfy the above four equations are those which satisfy the equations ox = :Y, = =; OX (7) That is, for the coefficient of K2 of equation (1) to be zero, it is necessary and sufficient that the transformation T be conformal (direct or reverse).
We may now state THEiOREM 1. Let the point transformation T be not conformal (direct or reverse). Then under T, there are at most either (a) two simple families (2 2) of circles, or (b) one simple family (co 2) of circles, or (c) no circles, which become circles. Now let T be conformal (direct or reverse). To find out what circles under T become circles, we could substitute (7) into (1), (2) and (3). But it is simpler to start over again and derive the equation (1) under the assumption that T is a conformal transformation. In the first place, let m be defined by the equation 
where tan 0 = p = y'. By this equation, we observe that if the coefficient of K2 in equation (1) . (10) From (10), we find that m is given by m = a(x2 + y2) + bx + cy + d,
where a, b, c, d are real constants. Upon substituting (11) into (8) 
Since the equations (14) 
From these equations, we obtain
y -j where 'y is a constant. Upon substituting (18) into (14), and taking account of (13) Solving (19) for , and then solving (7) for ,t, we find that T must be of the form
[(x -a) cos y -(y-1) sin y]
=~[ (x -a) sin ' + (y -13) cos +k (x-a)2 + (y-13)2 where p, a, 3, y, h, k are constants. Thus our transformation T must be either a similitude or a transformation of form (20) generated by inversions.
Hence we may state THEOREM 3. Let the point transformation T convert more Ihan two simple families (2a 2) of circles into circles. That is, let T convert three simple families (3co 2) of circles into circles. Then T is a circular transformation of the Moebius group G6, which is a mixed six-parameter group G6.
Theorems 1, 2 and 3 show that the group of all point transformations is divisible into three distinct types with respect to the maximum number of circles which become circles. We note in conclusion that the term circle as used in this paper includes straight line but excludes point. ' See the analogous simple discussion for collineations. Kasner, "The Characterization of Collineations," Bull. Am. Math. Soc., 9,545-546 (1903) . It is shown that iffour simple sets (4 co l) of straight lines remain straight after a point transformation then the same is true for all straight lines, and the point transformation is, therefore, a collineation. For any other point transformation, at most three simple families (3 X l) of straight lines become straight lines. A refined analysis of the continuity requirements is given in the Columbia dissertation of Prenowitz (Trans. Amer. Math. Soc., 1937 Month., 45, 82-87 (1938) . Comenetz's derivation is for a direct conformal transformation. But the same procedure is valid for a reverse conformal transformation.
